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Introduction
In light of a potential IPO and ongoing speculations about the profitability of Betfair, the dominant leader in the
betting exchange market decided to publish its financial figures for the first time ever. This offers a unique chance to
learn more about the dynamics and gain insight into one of the most rapidly growing businesses in the world of
gambling.
MECN took the chance to analyze Betfair’s data and strategies in a detailed company profile and provides an
updated overview of the betting exchange market. The company profile offers detailed information regarding
Betfair’s most relevant issues, among others:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Products and services
Revenues and costs (e.g., commission revenues, staff costs, …)
Ratios (e.g., revenue per active user, R&D costs on revenue, …)
Profit and cash flow
Ownership structure
Recent developments and outlook
Overview of the betting exchange market and its future
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About MECN
MECN
Media & Entertainment Consulting Network GmbH
www.mecn.net
155 Regents Park Road
London NW1 8BB
United Kingdom
Tel.: +44 (0)870 432 5490; Fax: +44 (0)870 432 5491
Isabellastrasse 19
80798 Munich
Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)89 7412 0235; Fax: +49 (0)89 7412 0102

MECN is a network of experts on issues concerning the media and entertainment industry. Together we provide
in-depth knowledge, analysis, and advice to global clients. For the gambling industry, we provide market insights
and strategic support to various clients ranging from bookmakers to state lotteries. For more information see
www.mecn.net.
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Related MECN reports
Betting Exchanges - The eBay of the Betting Industry
Betting exchanges are intermediaries in a person-to-person
model (similar to eBay and Napster); they arrange bets between
individual customers on an Internet platform. What eBay and
Napster did to the retail and the music industries, betting
exchanges will do to the betting industry throughout Europe –
they will revolutionize and change it forever.
Detailed report about the betting exchange phenomenon
including analysis of issues such as:
• How betting exchanges work
• Characteristics of users of exchanges
• The business model and estimation of commission
revenue and profit
• Overview of the biggest players in the market
• Regulatory and taxation issues
• New areas of growth
• Potential partnerships
• Recommendations
Visit www.mecn.net/Publications/Betting_X/betting_x.html for
more information.

Online Poker – Driving Gambling to New Heights
Detailed industry report includes results of a survey conducted
among industry experts featuring gambling’s hottest topic.
Gambling reinvents itself constantly, and online poker is the
product that seems to be the current guarantor of future growth
rates. What began as triumphant advance in the USA is now
leading to a global poker wave on the Internet:
• More than 60% of the industry experts surveyed believe
that online poker will be the dominant offer in online
gambling in 2-3 years
• The amount gambled on poker websites around the world
in 2005 is estimated to be more than USD 60 billion, and
the commission revenues will be around USD 3 billion
• Poker shows are a success on TV. Examples of
successful poker TV shows include the World Series of
Poker on ESPN and the European Poker Tour on
Eurosport
• Online site Paradise Poker was recently sold for about
USD 300 million, and whispers of a poker site IPO with an
estimated evaluation between USD 4 billion and USD 8
billion are making online poker a business to watch
closely
• As the success of online poker revs up, the gambling
industry’s traditional operators (e.g., William Hill,
Ladbrokes, …) are quickly adding poker to their online
offerings
Visit www.poker.mecn.net for more information.

